ESQUIRE
REMOTE DEPOSITION
SOLUTIONS:
DEPOSE WORLDWIDE
WITHOUT LEAVING
TOWN.
Depositions are the most important component of many
cases. But they are expensive and time-intensive.
Esquire Remote Deposition Solutions let you conduct your deposition anywhere
– from anywhere. No more shipping expenses. No more driving 200 miles for a
30-minute deposition or flying cross country and being out of pocket for hours.
Safe and secure, with government-level encryption, Esquire Video Conferencing
brings together as many parties as needed.You can be in one location, opposing
attorneys in another, clients in yet another, and the witness in a different location.
And it works across platforms, from a legacy room system to a laptop, tablet, or
smartphone.
One important feature is that the technology places no additional burden on a
witness who is trying to answer questions. In many situations, he or she may only
have to look at a screen and verify information.
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More than just video.
It’s LiveLitigation.
LiveLitigation allows additional support from
your team for even more collaboration.
All parties see introduced electronic
exhibits. Exhibits are electronically stamped,
saved, and accessible immediately. Track the
deposition using LiveLitigation’s web-based
realtime functionality to monitor responses
and create reports during the proceeding.
During the deposition, support staff back in
the office can upload additional documents
and communicate with attorneys almost as
easily as being in the same room.
Leverage technology and maintain more
control over the entire deposition process.
This is how Esquire helps you do depositions
right.

Client Success Stories.
• A team of Atlanta attorneys held over 150 depositions
at a hotel in Louisiana. Rather than ship boxes of documents,
they created a calendar of deponents with documents linked
to each. They held each deposition using realtime so they
could review the testimony as it happened - then review again
later that evening to prepare for the next day. If a deponent
didn’t appear, they could easily move on to the next one.
Deponents simply watched the exhibits on the screen and
answered questions.
• Defense attorneys in San Diego, joined by an interpreter
and court reporter in a conference room, deposed two
defendants in South Korea. The defendants’ attorney attended
in Los Angeles, and the client attended from Florida, reading
the transcript as it was created. All parties were able to
review exhibits as they were introduced and marked.
• One side in an arbitration case followed the realtime
transcript on individual iPads in the room, while their off-site
team back in the law firm’s office also followed and provided
advice.

A breakdown of the features:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Video conference or witness streaming
Realtime without software installation
Keyword and root word search
Individual line highlighting with annotated
reporting
No scanning, printing, binding, or shipping
exhibits
Documents can be uploaded and annotated
during the deposition

•
•
•
•
•
•

Leave the proceeding with the official exhibits
Secure chat within your group with no record
of it at end of proceeding
Government-level security
Connections and access tested 48 hours
before the deposition
24/7 tech support
All remote deposition tools available on one
screen

Depose worldwide without leaving town.
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